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kRMFACE 

Stereo iioany ainply stereophonic sound or e::tra-direc tiortnl 

reproduction .and has nothing to do v/ith quality of reproduction 

or ki- f i . 

In practice, sufficient 'directional' information to 

create a 1; least a considerable difference compared with 

a sinpie soaker or mono/honic system can be obtained by 

s> J i tt in;" the vaiole sound content into tv;o channel", each 

con t^inin <* Iop;ical or selected 'directional' content, "ach 

channel boitifj ; layed back through its own speaker, suitably 

located, relative to listener for optimum. 

.-'ith the arrival of dtereo Enhancer, hi— fi enthusiast lias 

more freedom when listening to stereo, 'hey can be whero-

ever they •Imse in a room and still have pood stereo -honic 

without governed by so call optimum position set by the 

distance between the two speakers. Merely by adjusting the 

enhancer knob, good stereo effect can be created in any 

position in a room. 

This project is based on a article v/hich appeared in March, 

19'-T>i of electronic Australia. The project was then consructed 

by using locally available components. 
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1.0 INTRODUCTION 

1 • 1 General 

Stereophonic sound reproduction is generally preferred 

'. o mono Panic reproduction because the former provides 

a sense of direction to two groups of sound sources, 

floemal stereophonic reproduction provides a reasonable 

illusion of orchestral presence, wherein the instruments 

are distributed left and right instead of occupying a 

single source, as in monophonic reproduction. As the 

listener moves toward the back of the room, stereo

phonic :ound color-'.tion changes. 

This change result from reveberation in the listening 

area; the listener experiences more of direct sound 

from the left aid right sneakers near the front of the 

room, but also experiences more of the reverberation 

sound near the back of the room. 

There is an optimum listening position, and there is 

a region of good stereophonic perspective. It is evident 

that the stereo effect will be largely lost if the L 

and l\ speakers are mounted side by side, or only a 

short distance apart (at least y metres separation). 

There are many v/ays of overcoming this problem. One 

of is by using "Stereo ilnhancer' . 

Figure 1.1 (a) shows the sterephonic sound coloration 

changes and stereophonic perspective region is shown 

in figure 1.1 (b). 


